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ABSTRACT

In this work, we visualize high-dimensional particle simulation data using a suite of scatterplot-based visualizations coupled with interactive selection tools. We use traditional 2D and 3D projection scatterplots as well as a novel oriented disk rendering style to convey various information about the data. Interactive selection tools allow physicists to manually classify “interesting” sets of particles that are highlighted across multiple, linked views of the data. The power of our application is the ability to correspond visual representations of the simulation data with traditional, well understood visualizations. This approach supports the interactive exploration of the high-dimensional space while promoting discovery of new particle behavior.
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1 Introduction

The study of multiparticle dynamics spans a wide variety of applications, from galaxy simulations to particle accelerator design. In particular, heavy-ion fusion (HIF) is a topic of intense current scientific study for it is a potential source of energy that is low-cost, widely available, and environmentally friendly [5, 4, 2]. Particle accelerators themselves are expensive facilities that cost hundreds of millions of dollars to design, construct, and then operate over a period of decades. Prior to construction of such a facility, simulations are developed to produce the best possible design. Accelerator simulations use discrete-particle models that are carried out in phase space, where each particle is characterized by position (x, y, z) and momentum (p₁, p₂, p₃). The data produced by accelerator simulations are large, time-varying, and multidimensional. The simulation data contain representations of complex physical phenomena. Compounding the matter is the fact that the physical phenomena hidden in the data often have never been observed before. As researchers undertake data analysis, they are not sure exactly what features in the data are meaningful, nor are they sure exactly how to quantitatively express “regions of interest” or “hotspots” in the simulation data to aid and accelerate discovery. Contemporary software tools for visualization of particle-based datasets have proven insufficient to meet the needs of modern computational accelerator physics. The need for effective visualization capabilities to aid in data understanding motivates our work.

The optimal design of particle accelerators remains a difficult problem, primarily because of the complex nature of the forces involved. Two primary physical forces contribute to the shape and behavior of the beam. In most particle accelerators, beams of charged particles are controlled using externally applied electromagnetic fields at intervals along the length of the accelerator. The second force is the electromagnetic field induced by the charged particles themselves—the beam generates its own electromagnetic field. Understanding the interplay between the two electromagnetic field contributions is critical to controlling the particle beam, and requires a self-consistent field description, since the latter factor is a function of particle motion.

During data analysis, scientists are interested in understanding a number of issues. For example, based upon prior experience, they know that most of the beam particles are “well behaved,” but a small number of particles drift away from the core of the beam under certain circumstances. The particles that diverge from the core form what is known as a “halo,” and the halo particles pose a potential problem for the stability of the beam as well as for the safety of the facility operators. The halo is the low density region of particles located “far” from the central core of the particle beam [11]. Particles in the halo region are more likely to collide with accelerator walls. When they do so, electrons and other debris can be emitted that can lead to degradation of the beam quality. Also, high energy particles can activate the wall material, rendering it radioactive. In extreme conditions, the halo particles may potentially cause a rupture to the accelerator vacuum vessel, thereby causing a loss of vacuum and potential damage to surrounding structures.

Accelerator physicists seek to understand the causal factors that produce halos so they can be suppressed. They also seek to understand the factors that result in a “well behaved” beam: placement and strength of controlling applied electromagnetic fields, cross-sectional shape of the containment device, etc. Their primary tool for scientific inquiry is simulation and the subsequent data analysis.

Historically, the scatterplot has been the staple method for visualizing the particle data generated by high energy physics simulations and experiments. Scientists create many “small multiples” [15] that depict different 2D projections of phase space. The different projections cover the gamut of permutations: x vs. phase-x, y vs. phase-y, and so forth. Each different scatterplot provides a depiction of spatial partial distribution in some projection. Scientists then review the many projections in search of distributions characteristic of known phenomena. For instance, an s-shaped distribution in a plot of an (x, pₓ) projection of the phase space at a particular time in a beam simulation indicates the accumulated action of non-ideal, anharmonic forces that do not vary linearly as functions of the transverse coordinates. With practice, physicists are able to construct a mental model that is the integration of all 2D projections. While powerful individually, each particular type of phase space projection only offers a limited representation of the complex behavior exhibited by the simulation data.

While the shape of the beam is important to physicists, what is more important—and the scientific question we help to answer with the work presented in this paper—is how a given beam shape or configuration came to be in the first place, and how it will evolve over time. The general workflow we have refined in conjunction with
With regard to user interaction methods applied to visualization research, others have successfully employed multiple linked views and painting-style user interfaces. Doleisch et al. [3] promote the visualization of essential features in exploring high-dimensional data. To accomplish this, they designed an interactive system where features can be identified by the user through “brushing” and other techniques. They note that such feature extraction is often preferred over automatic and semi-automatic methods, since autonomous approaches still require information from the user as to what features are “interesting.” Incorporating user intervention is essential since scientists possess intuitive understandings of the data that are difficult for autonomous methods to mimic. This was also major motivating factor in the development of the ProteinShop program [9], which is an interactive protein manipulation package for computational biology. Many successful applications, such as decision tree visualization and classification applications have benefited from the use of a painting interface [14]. Tzeng et al. [16] also used a painting interface and the assistance of a neural network to perform classification in high-dimensional domains.

In our work, we make use of user-driven classification via a painting interface, as in the work of Teoh and Ma [14]. The classified particles are highlighted across multiple views linked by the selected particles, similar in spirit to the approach taken by Doleisch et al. [3]. This approach leverages the visualization power of each particular rendering style used in each view, while guiding the user to a deeper understanding of information hidden inside the data.

3 Rendering

3.1 2D Scatterplots

We use standard 2D projections of phase space to create the small multiples familiar to physicists. In each scatterplot, one data component provides the ordinate and another provides the abscissa. A point plotted at the resulting coordinate represents the presence of a particle at that point in phase space. For example, the x-component of position provides an ordinate while the y-component of the momentum (known as $p_x$) provides the abscissa. Together, these combine to produce the 2D Cartesian coordinate $(x, p_x)$. This style of visualizing the particle data, at a single simulation step or as a movie spanning many simulation steps, is well understood and serves as a reference when evaluating newer visualization techniques applied to the same particle data.

3.2 3D Scatterplots

A variety of 3D plotting styles are utilized in our application to reveal information in the particle data that would otherwise be hidden from view if using traditional 2D scatterplots.

3D Phase Space Projections – using three dimensions rather than two offers the potential to convey more information, particularly when combining interactive 3D transformations with stereo. In terms of understanding depth relationships and 3D structure, use of a static 3D perspective view offers little more than a static 2D view. However, adding interactive transformation to the 3D view has been shown to provide a dramatic and measurable increase in comprehension of 3D depth relations and 3D structure [17].

Disk Rendering – while the interactive 3D perspective views are better than their static 2D or 3D counterparts, there is added complexity of the need to understand the nature of the phase space vector field in conjunction with 3D shape. To help in that regard, we have employed a specialized glyph to convey the visual depiction
of the phase space vector field. The glyph consists of an oriented and colored disk for each particle. The location of the disk is given by the location \((x, y, z)\) of the particle, while the orientation of the disk is given by the normal vector parallel to the momentum vector \((p_x, p_y, p_z)\). The disk orientation shows the direction of the vector field, and the disk size is a function of vector magnitude. To further aid in distinguishing vector field polarity, we use different material properties for front- and back-facing disks. A neutral gray depicts back-facing disks, while a fully saturated color is applied to front-facing disks. Traditional shading aids in further depicting the orientation of disks, and is trivially supported by all modern graphics hardware. These disks are essentially surface elements, or surfels, as described by Pfister et al. [13] in the context of surface representations. This style of rendering is extremely useful in determining the direction of each particle’s momentum vector and enhances the scientist’s understanding of the overall path of individual particles as well as the entire particle beam. Figure 1 shows the disk rendering style juxtaposed with a standard 3D xyz-plot.

### 3.3 The Use of Color

In our system, color is used in two manners. First, color is used as a label to indicate selection membership. In other words, all the red particles belong to one group selected by the user, while all the green particles belong to a different group. Groups of particles may be made “invisible” to reduce visual clutter. This programmatic feature is illustrated in Figures 2, 4, and 5. The second use of color is to indicate a measurement. Particles are colorized according to a user-defined colormap driven by additional stored or derived quantities associated with each particle, such as the magnitude of the momentum vector. Figure 3 illustrates a particle distribution colormapped according to the magnitude of each particle’s momentum vector. The rest of the figures demonstrate the use of color to highlight particle selection classes.

### 3.4 Animations

Our system includes an animation feature, such that the simulation data can be examined over time to obtain a higher-level notion of the particle beam path. As particles are selected and isolated, they can also be visually tracked over time by playing back each time step in order. The scientist can pause, rewind and jump to any loaded time step in the sequence to see the path of particles of interest.

### 4 Interaction and Implementation

Classification in our program is performed manually with a familiar painting interface. Box selection, lasso selection, and paint brush selection tools provide intuitive methods for selecting particles of interest. As the user selects a set of particles of interest, the selected particles are color-labeled across all of the particle data sets loaded. Manual classification in this particular application is a key feature, since it is through the interaction process that a deeper understanding of particle behavior is obtained. Figure 2 shows a screen capture of the painting selection tool being used to classify particles belonging to the “spiral arm” of a particle distribution.

The application workflow and methods we present here offer a very usable system that facilitates deeper understanding of complex scientific data. Once particles are highlighted in one view and at one time step, the user has a number of avenues for discovery. When particles are selected in one plot, then labeled with color and viewed
in multiple plots, cognitive processes allow the user to naturally build an important visual correspondence that may lead to a deeper understanding of the features present in the simulation data. In another scenario, several plots may represent particle distributions from the same simulation but at different time steps of the computation. By identifying a set of particles of interest across these plots, it is possible to track the forward and backward evolution of these particles. This interaction augments the exploration of new visual representations of the data while retaining the well understood visualizations, thereby promoting knowledge discovery.

The data from each time step is stored in our system as a set of arrays of particle data, where each component is assigned its own array. This format was chosen to reduce data repacking, since many existing simulation packages use this same format for internal computation. We decided against using additional spatial data structures to organize the particle information, such as a scene graph, for several reasons. First, we designed the program to process potentially large numbers of data sets at a time, and the additional memory and computation time required to construct such a spatial data structure was deemed above our allowable memory and time budget. Many of the rendering tasks implemented do not require the use of a sophisticated data structure, and any rendering method that requires it could build the required data structure as needed. Finally, the particles may be specified in various coordinate systems, such as Cartesian or polar coordinates, and thus the spatial data structure would be further complicated by extra book-keeping to take coordinate systems into account. What results is a clean, simple, and easily managed data layout.

In addition to the spatial information, additional per particle information is required to make user interaction possible. We keep an adjacent array of flags that specifies the membership of each particle to a particular highlight group. In our implementation, we use eight bit flags, thus allowing 255 distinct classifications, reserving zero to indicate membership in the class of non-selected particles. Particle IDs are associated with each particle in a given time step.

Since corresponding particles in different time steps of the data may have different relative location in their respective arrays, a mapping from particle ID to array location must be computed. We accomplish this with the use of a hash table. We note that these particle IDs are often maintained as part of the simulation and can be directly imported as is into our system.

5 RESULTS

Figure 1 illustrates our novel oriented disk rendering method. The orientation of each particle is clearly conveyed using traditional lighting combined with two-sided material surface properties. Since the user visually clusters these disks together, it is relatively easy to understand the behavior of particle groups, which in turns provides inferences about the influence of the electromagnetic field. For example, Figures 1 (b) and (c) shows the influence of the electromagnetic field on clusters of particles. Animations of the simulation are enhanced by this type of glyph, since motion "toward" and "away from" the user’s viewpoint are easily communicated by shading and color.

One stage in the path toward building a full scale driver for heavy-ion fusion is an accelerator experiment that examines most of the design issues of a driver at full scale parameters. Such an integrated beam experiment (IBX) differs from a full-scale fusion driver in that it only has a few beams and does not accelerate to the full energy, and thus is far less costly. This type of reduced experiment can be done since most of the issues occur, or can be studied, at low energies. The data shown in Figure 4 is from 3D simulations of a design of such an experiment. The data is from an extended time window, shortly after the injector.

The typical "hoe"-shaped structure that can be seen in the polar plot is a result of the particles at the transverse edge of the beam (particles colorized red and blue) being overfocused, indicating non-linear focusing/defocusing forces. These non-linearities are due to both inherent geometric aberrations in the injector design and numerical errors in the simulation (the source region was not finely enough resolved). These particles (red and blue) initially form a higher density rim on the beam and later some are expelled from the core of the beam into a halo. The selection tools allow these overfocused particles to be visually tracked, leading to a better understanding of tolerances to such errors.
Sometimes, a beam injector is required that can produce a high current beam with low transverse temperature. Typical injectors use a single, monolithic source of ions. Because of various scaling laws, though, the required emitting area increases at a high power of the current. A way around this poor scaling is to use a large number of small sources, a hundred or more, and merge the resulting beamlets. An experiment testing the concept is in the process of being designed and built. The data from Figure 5 is from 2D, transverse slice, simulations of the design. As the many beamlets merge and mix, short wavelength density waves are launched on the combined beam and travel across it. This process can knock some particles out of the core of the beam into a small halo. A dramatic case can be seen in Figure 5 (a) where four small jets of particles leave the core of the beam. Figures 5 (b), (c), and (d) show the particles at earlier time, with the particles that form the later jets selected, and the core of the beam made invisible. Note how each group remains in a relatively tight formation, even though heavy particle mixing is occurring, but is spread over multiple beamlets. This is information which would be difficult to extract without the PPaint program and that can provide a much deeper understanding of the subtle processes involved in the merging.

6 Conclusion

The work we have described in this paper offers a highly practical approach to visual analysis and understanding of particle data generated by accelerator modeling simulations. Our work was conducted in close collaboration with discipline scientists resulting in an application that offers them the ability to more quickly explore and understand simulation results. While none of the features in our application are patently new, the combination and usability of features results in a highly efficacious system. Our application, PPaint, combines use of familiar small multiples for rapid multidimensional data exploration with selection and linked views to facilitate rapid visual correlation of similarity across multiple phase rendering styles, such as star coordinates [8] and parallel coordinates. We envision several avenues for enhancement in our system as well. Our work was conducted as part of an accelerator modeling and design project, and has proven effective as a visual data analysis tool.

We envision several avenues for enhancement in our system as well as many important further applications of our work. Additional rendering styles, such as star coordinates [8] and parallel coordinates [6], offer the possibility of increasing the effectiveness of PPaint. We are currently developing and evaluating the effectiveness of dimension-reduction schemes, such as principal components analysis (PCA) [7], to improve our visualization tool. Adding more visual and contextual cues, such as the geometry representing the particle accelerator, will aid in data understanding. We will strongly consider implementing out-of-core methods in PPaint, since data computed by particle simulation is often large in nature. We anticipate the use of immersive virtual environments as a possible alternative to screen space painting selections. From an application point of view, we see great promise for the direct coupling of PPaint to the particle simulation code itself, such that particle data can be visualized as it is being generated, and user interactions through our system can steer subsequent simulator computations.
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Figure 4: Correlating points across different views of the same data. An integrated beam experiment (IBX) data set is visualized above represents a beam after it has undergone significant phase space distortion. (a) An $R_v$-plot of a polar coordinate version of the data is plotted in Cartesian coordinates. $R$ denotes the radial coordinate, $v_R$ the velocity of $R$, and $v_Q$ the velocity of the angular coordinate $Q$. A typical “hoe”-shaped distribution is observed. (b) The corresponding $x_p,p_y$-plot of a Cartesian coordinate version of the data is plotted. (c) Attention is brought to the interesting shape representing the effects of strong anharmonic forces in the $x_p,p_y$-plot by making selections other than the red selection invisible.
Figure 5: Tracking particle motion over time in a 500 time step beam injector simulation. (a) The $p_x$, $p_y$, $p_z$-plot of the full distribution in time step 500, at the end of the simulation, where four jets of particles are clearly visible and have been selected in four distinct groups, each with its own color. Figures (b), (c), and (d) show $xy$, $xz$-plots of time steps 90, 370, and 500, respectively, of the four selected groups, the core of the beam being rendered invisible. Note that each group remains in a tight formation even though heavy particle mixing is occurring, but is spread over multiple beamlets.

